FORM 1
MICHAELMAS
EXAM OUTLINE

MATHEMATICS
- Numeral Names
- Multiplication Tables
- Comparing Numbers – More Than/Less Than
- Odd and Even Numbers
- Days of the Month
- Place Value - Tens and Ones
- The Odd Mouse Path
- Adding Tens and Ones
- Discovering Number Patterns
- Time
- Adding 10 *
- Weight/Mass *
- Adding with Regrouping *
- Statistics *

GRAMMAR
- Nouns – Naming Words
- Articles – Using a/an
- Sentences
- Adjectives
- Proper Nouns – Using Capital Letters
- Singular and Plural – s, es, y to i-es
- Statements – Telling Sentences
- Questions – Asking Sentences
- Exclamations
- Punctuation – full stops, question marks, exclamation marks
- Verbs – Present tense – in various forms *
- Using is/are *
- Subj/Verb Agreement *

VOCABULARY
- Spelling and Dictation
- Syllabication
- Compound Words
- Opposites/Antonyms
- Similar Word/Synonym

COMPREHENSION
- Answering Questions using answer stems
- Categorisation – Putting items into groups
- Main Idea *

CREATIVE WRITING
- Story Writing (generating ideas)
  ✓ Using Questions/Pictures
  ✓ Using adjectives to describe people, places, things
  ✓ Using Sense Words
  ✓ Making a Cluster
  ✓ Cloze Passages *
SOCIAL STUDIES
• National Holidays – Dates and Celebrations
  ✓ Independence Day
  ✓ Republic Day
• National Symbols/Emblems
  ✓ Flag – colours and meaning
  ✓ Flowers, Birds
  ✓ Instrument, Pledge, Motto, Watchwords
• Groups to which we belong – Responsibility
• Religious Holidays
  ✓ Divali
  ✓ Eid-ul-Fitr *
  ✓ Christmas *
• Needs and Wants *
• Our Cultural Heritage *

GEOGRAPHY
• What is Geography?
• Natural Features
• Manmade Features
• Landforms
• Uses of Land and Buildings
• Attractive and Unattractive Places
• Natural Disasters *
• Cardinal Points *
  ✓ Main Cardinal Points – North, South, East, West
  ✓ Following Direction – Using the main Cardinal Points

SCIENCE
• What is Science?
• Weather
• The Weather – Clothes we wear
• Habitats
• Seasons
• Solids, Liquids and Gases *
• Changes of State *
• Eco-systems *

All topics marked with the * are still be covered.